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Wrong Number Scam

Have you ever received a text from an unknown number? Sending or receiving
wrong-number texts is fairly common. But recently, scams have started with

seemingly innocent messages from unknown senders.
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How does the scam work?

The scammer would usually start with an introduction of
themselves. Depending on their tactics, they could appear
as employers looking for hires, someone from a dating
website, or someone who supposedly texted the wrong
number.

Once you respond, the scammers will try to build a
relationship with you. They will initiate a conversation with
you, talk about everyday things, and maybe send you
photos of ‘themselves.’ Ultimately, their main goal is to get
money from you.

Be Careful!

If you get a text from a random number, it is best to
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ignore it. It is also possible that responding could put
you on a list for more spam calls and messages.

Block numbers that send you suspicious messages,
especially if they have links.

Never give personal and financial information to
unknown numbers.

If you are a victim of scamming, contact BCSI Investigations Inc. for a free consultation
with one of our seasoned investigators.
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